Quantitative Method To Determine Sporicidal Decontamination of Building Surfaces by Gaseous Fumigants, and Issues Related to Laboratory-Scale Studies
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Chlorine dioxide gas and vaporized hydrogen peroxide sterilant have been used in the cleanup of building interiors contaminated with spores of Bacillus anthracis. A systematic study, in collaboration with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, was jointly undertaken by the U.S. Army-Edgewood Chemical Biological Center to determine the sporicidal efficacies of these two fumigants on six building structural materials: carpet, ceiling tile, unpainted cinder block, painted I-beam steel, painted wallboard, and unpainted pine wood. Critical issues related to high-throughput sample processing and spore recovery from porous and nonporous surfaces included (i) the extraction of spores from complex building materials, (ii) the effects of titer challenge levels on fumigant efficacy, and (iii) the impact of bioburden inclusion on spore recovery from surfaces and spore inactivation. Small pieces (1.3 by 1.3 cm of carpet, ceiling tile, wallboard, I-beam steel, and pine wood and 2.5 by 1.3 cm for cinder block) of the materials were inoculated with an aliquot of 50 µl containing the target number (1 × 10⁶, 1 × 10⁷, or 1 × 10⁸) of avirulent spores of B. anthracis NNR1A1. The aliquot was dried overnight in a biosafety cabinet, and the spores were extracted by a combination of a 10-min sonication and a 2-min vortexing using 0.5% buffered peptone water as the recovery medium. No statistically significant drop in the kill efficacy of the fumigants was observed when the spore challenge level was increased from 6 log units to 8 log units, even though a general trend toward inhibition of fumigant efficacy was evident. The organic burden (0 to 5%) in the spore inoculum resulted in a statistically significant drop in spore recovery (at the 2 or 5% level). The effect on spore killing was a function of the organic bioburden amount and the material type. In summary, a high-throughput quantitative method was developed for determining the efficacies of fumigants, and the spore recoveries from five porous materials and one nonporous material ranged between 20 and 80%.

Biological terrorism has become a major concern in the United States since the anthrax spore-tainted letters in the fall of 2001 resulted in contamination and closure of the U.S. Postal Service Curseen-Morris Processing and Distribution Center (Brentwood Post Office), the Hart Senate Office Building, and the American Media Inc. office building in Boca Raton, FL. The contamination of infrastructure posed an unprecedented challenge of decontaminating over 20,000,000 cubic feet (~1 million sq. ft.) of combined building interior space (6). The incident required concerted action from the government of the United States and the private sector to develop technologies for building interior cleanup. A number of liquid (29) and gaseous (3) products were granted crisis exemptions under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for use as sterilants against Bacillus anthracis spores, but their application and efficacy in the context of large three-dimensional spaces and complex building material surfaces were not fully understood. No products were (or currently are) registered for use in such applications, involving large volumes and complex (porous and nonporous) structural building materials.

In early 2005, a systematic study of laboratory-scale decontamination of five porous surfaces (carpet, ceiling tile, cinder block, painted wallboard, and unpainted wood) and one nonporous surface (painted I-beam steel) was initiated by the U.S. EPA in collaboration with the U.S. Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Center (ECBC). The overall objective of this collaborative study was to systematically investigate the abilities of fumigants to effectively decontaminate building materials contaminated with anthrax spores. This unprecedented systematic investigation involved the determination of efficacy (or log reduction in the number of viable spores) as a function of fumigant technology, technology operating parameters (e.g., fumigant concentration and exposure time), environmental conditions (temperature and relative humidity [RH]), and building material types. The magnitude and scope of this study required that new methods be developed to incorporate the use of complex materials in sporicidal efficacy testing and the processing of an unprecedented number of complex samples.

Current standardized sporidical test methods include the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC International) sporidical activity of disinfectant test (AOAC Official Method 966.04) (4) and the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM 2414-05) and quantitative carrier test (QCT) (2). All of these methods are based on testing hard-surface carrier-based spores, which are submerged in a disinfectant for a desired contact time, followed by the addition of a neutralizer and enumeration of viable spores recovered from the carrier. Almost all standard test methods for liquid disinfectants use small coupons, e.g., 5- by 5-mm squares or 1-cm discs, on which 1 million to 10 million (6 to 7 log) spores are inoculated. While AOAC Official Method 966.04 is qualitative, the other two test methods are quantitative and provide log reduction estimates. Currently, demonstration of a >6-log-unit inactivation of \textit{B. anthracis} or an appropriate surrogate spore (e.g., \textit{Bacillus subtilis}) using a quantitative test method, such as QCT, which is also known as ASTM 2197-02, or the three-step method (TSM), also known as ASTM 2414-05, by a decontaminant is a requirement for product registration as a sporicidal agent against spores of \textit{B. anthracis} Ames (18).

Key information on three critical issues was lacking at the start of this study. First, optimal spore extraction protocols that could be scaled to process over 200 samples per run (or day) were lacking. Second, the appropriate spore challenge level for fumigation studies was unknown, even though a range between 5 and 8 log spores/coupon has been used in a number of recent disinfection studies (12, 13, 14, 16, and 17). Finally, it was not known if protein serum (an organic burden is included in standard procedures, such as AOAC Official Method 966.04) should be included in the testing performed with the fumigants. The specific objectives of this study, therefore, were to (i) develop scalable coupon-processing/spore extraction protocols from six building materials that would result in recovery of >20% of the spores inoculated per coupon, (ii) investigate the effects of three spore challenge levels on spore extraction and the efficacy of chlorine dioxide (CD) gas and vaporized hydrogen peroxide (VHP), and, finally, (iii) investigate the effect of organic burden inclusion on spore recovery and sterilization using CD gas.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The fumigation studies planned under the joint program between the U.S. Army ECBC and the U.S. EPA’s National Homeland Security Research Center presented the daunting challenge of processing over 200 coupons per test (e.g., time course study), including both the test and the control coupons. As a prelude to initiating a laboratory-scale systematic study of this magnitude (between October 2004 and July 2007) of the sporicidal efficacies of two fumigants, CD gas and VHP, critical issues pertaining to titer challenge levels, bioburden, efficient spore extraction from complex building surfaces, exposure of 180 inoculated spores to a fumigant, and VHP, critical issues pertaining to titer challenge levels, bioburden, efficient spore extraction from complex building surfaces, exposure of 180 inoculated spores to a fumigant, and, finally, (iii) investigate the effect of organic burden inclusion on spore recovery and sterilization using CD gas.

**Spore extraction from coupons.** Control and/or fumigated coupons were transferred into 10 ml BPW in a 50-ml disposable sterile tube. The effects of different surfactants (Tween 20, Tween 80, and Triton X-100) on spore recovery from complex building materials were investigated. No statistically significant difference in spore recovery was observed among different surfactants (results not shown), and 0.05% Tween 80 was included in all subsequent experiments. The tubes were then sonicated for 10 min and vortexed for 2 min to dislodge the spores from the coupon surface.

**Spore extraction from coupons.** Control and/or fumigated coupons were transferred into 10 ml BPW in a 50-ml disposable sterile tube. The effects of different surfactants (Tween 20, Tween 80, and Triton X-100) on spore recovery from complex building materials were investigated. No statistically significant difference in spore recovery was observed among different surfactants (results not shown), and 0.05% Tween 80 was included in all subsequent experiments. The tubes were then sonicated for 10 min and vortexed for 2 min to dislodge the spores from the coupon surface.

**Spore extraction from coupons.** Control and/or fumigated coupons were transferred into 10 ml BPW in a 50-ml disposable sterile tube. The effects of different surfactants (Tween 20, Tween 80, and Triton X-100) on spore recovery from complex building materials were investigated. No statistically significant difference in spore recovery was observed among different surfactants (results not shown), and 0.05% Tween 80 was included in all subsequent experiments. The tubes were then sonicated for 10 min and vortexed for 2 min to dislodge the spores from the coupon surface.
CD gas generator, VHP generator, and coupon fumigation. The Cloridox-GMP generator (ClorDiSys, Inc., Lebanon, NJ) used for generating CD gas was equipped for real-time monitoring of key process parameters, i.e., pressure, temperature, RH, and gas concentration. The generator produced CD gas by passing chlorine gas over a series of three cartridges containing solid sodium hypochlorite to generate (theoretically) a 20-liter/min flow rate at 40,000 ppmv of volume (ppmv) of CD gas. This flow was introduced into the custom-designed fumigation chamber (discussed below) as required to achieve and maintain the target CD concentration in the chamber throughout the sterilization cycle. The CD gas in the fumigation chamber was measured in real time by a spectrophotometer on the Cloridox-GMP system, and the concentration of CD was controlled by feedback via a programmable logic controller valve. Typically, a sterilization cycle with the desired CD concentration was programmed with four phases: (i) preconditioning (RH ramps to 75% ± 5%) and conditioning (30 min at 75% ± 5% RH), (ii) charging (CD concentration ramps to the set point, ranging between 1.4 and 10.0 mg/liter or 500 to 3,600 ppmv), (iii) exposure or sterilization (holding time during which the RH was maintained at 75% ± 5% and the CD concentration at the desired set point), and (iv) aeration (the CD gas was removed from the chamber to permit safe opening of the chamber door).

Test coupons and uninoculated control coupons of all six building materials were placed in 15-mm petri plates. The petri plates were then placed on the floor of the 8-ft³ stainless steel fumigation or test) chamber, which was equipped with five sampling ports (Fig. 1) for withdrawal of fumigated samples exposed for different times without altering the process parameters. This test chamber was custom designed and built to accommodate the time course studies that were conducted following the development of the method discussed in this paper.

The VHP generator, M100SX (laboratory scale), capable of sterilizing a space of 2 to 70 cubic feet, was procured from Steris Corporation (Mentor, OH). The VHP was generated by passing warm Vaporox (35% formulated hydrogen peroxide) over a vaporizer (hot plate), which converted liquid hydrogen peroxide solution into vapor form. A typical programmed cycle involved the following phases: (i) dehumidification of the chamber (RH was brought to 30 to 35%); (ii) conditioning, in which the VHP concentration ramped to a set point (e.g., 300 ppmv, used in this study); (iii) sterilization (the VHP concentration was maintained for the holding time); and (iv) aeration (the fumigant was removed from the chamber). VHP is highly unstable in a compressed-gas cylinder, so the sterilant is not available commercially. Hence, the VHP concentration was monitored using an electroluminescence-based Draeger sensor (Draeger Safety Inc., Sugarland, TX) calibrated with 10 ppm of sulfur dioxide gas in accordance with the manufacturer’s manual (8). During calibration, the hydrogen peroxide sensor stores a defined sulfur dioxide cross-sensitivity in the internal memory, and the cross-calibration may give an error of ±20% for VHP (8). The chamber discussed above was used for both CD and VHP fumigation experiments.

Spore enumeration, log reduction, and recovery estimation. Typically, the plates with between 10 and 300 CFU (averaged from three replicate plates) were included in the enumeration calculations. Samples with CFU values outside this range were replated at appropriate dilutions. Since only a small fraction of the recovered sample volume (0.3 ml out of the 10-ml total sample volume) was analyzed by spread plating, samples with 0 CFU on spread plates (from 10⁻¹ dilution tube) were further analyzed by screening a one-third fraction of the sample volume by pour plating (1 ml/plate on three plates). An extensive attempt in this study was therefore made to account for the presence of as few as one to five viable spores in such samples, i.e., low numbers of viable spores. The log values for the total number of CFU per coupon were determined for each of the five replicate coupons of each material type in the sterilization cycle. The average and standard deviation were computed from five replicate log values. Samples with 0 CFU on all three plates per coupon were assigned a value of 1 CFU in order to obtain a log value of 0. Log reduction (log reduction = log CFU control – log CFU fumigated) was computed by subtracting the log CFU of fumigated samples from that of the control samples. Titer controls (BPW samples spiked with the same volume and number of spores), positive controls (building material coupons inoculated, dried, and extracted), and test samples (inoculated and fumigated) were all treated similarly, i.e., sonicated and vortexed. Ten-minute sonication and 2-min vortexing treatments of spores had no adverse effect on spore viability (results not shown). Titer controls were performed with each fumigation experiment. Percent recoveries were computed from the titer control values and the mean CFU values recovered from the coupons after they were dried and processed. Spore recovery was estimated as a percentage of the spore numbers recovered relative to the number inoculated per coupon.

For all data, a Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to determine if the statistically significant differences were due to variations in the response variables. This is a nonparametric test and thus does not require that the data come from any distributional shape. The exact form of the test was used due to the small sample sizes involved. The magnitudes of the differences between the experimental conditions were estimated using the Hodges-Lehman estimators (11).

RESULTS

STEM. Standardized test methods, such as ASTM E 2414-5 (TSM) (3) or QCT-2 (quantitative disc carrier test) (2), for determining the efficacies of disinfectants typically were designed to process 12 to 18 samples a day and rely on the use of very thin, small (0.1- by 0.5- by 0.5-cm or 0.1- by 1- by 1-cm) carriers (14, 16); multiple washings; and/or multiple transfers. The three-dimensional structure of the building interior surfaces selected for this study necessitated the use of larger coupons in order to account for the lack of homogeneity of the test materials. Coupons with dimensions of 1.3 by 1.3 cm and various thicknesses were used for this effort. Due to the greater size, thickness, and complexity of the materials and the number of samples per test, a single-tube extraction method (STEM) was developed in the study. The STEM made use of preresterilized disposable 50-ml tubes for which physical treatments (sonication and vortexing) to dislodge spores from the surface were all performed in the same tube to reduce the logistical burden of generating multiple tubes for analysis (as is the case with standardized test methods). The use of a high-capacity vortexer (Glas-Col; Q Glass Co., Inc., Towaw, NJ) for simultaneous vigorous mixing of 48 tubes, the use of petri plates for
holding a large number of coupons (36 in all), and the designing of a novel sampling port for withdrawal of multiple plates without altering the process parameters were essential for successful completion of this unprecedented level of study. In general, the spore recovery from complex building materials using the method described above ranged between 25 and 80% (Table 1). All standardized test methods developed to date are limited to using either glass or steel as a test material and the use of liquid disinfectants as sporicidal chemicals. A test was run to compare the STEM method with the TSM, and the results were comparable (<10% difference in terms of spore recovery and sporicidal efficacy [data not shown]).

In summary, a new quantitative test method (STEM) for determining the efficacies of fumigants was developed. The method can be scaled to process a large number of samples. A spore challenge level of $1 \times 10^7$ per coupon was selected based on >5-log spore kill on various coupons. Inclusion of up to 0.5% serum in the spore suspension was shown to have a negligible effect on the spore recovery and kill efficacies of the two fumigants. The results of the testing used to develop the method to fit the needs of large-scale decontaminant efficacy evaluations are presented here.

**Sporicidal efficacies of CD gas and VHP vapor as a function of spore number.** The spore challenge levels used for testing the efficacies of liquid sporidical disinfectants have ranged between $1 \times 10^3$ and $1 \times 10^9$ in the literature (12, 14). In order to determine the appropriate spore load for the fumigation study, coupons of building interior surfaces were inoculated with spores at three challenge levels: $1 \times 10^6$, $1 \times 10^7$, and $1 \times 10^9$, prepared from avirulent *B. anthracis* NNR1Δ1. The test coupons were then exposed to CD gas ($\sim 3,600$ ppmv [10 mg/liter] for 3 h for a dose, or a CT [concentration × time product] of 10,800 ppmv · h) in the fumigation chamber. As seen in Fig. 2, the log reduction values ranged between 2.5 (wood) and 6.6 (ceiling tile) log units at the $1 \times 10^6$ challenge level. No significant drop in log reduction was observed at $1 \times 10^7$. However, a decrease in log reduction (or the sporicidal efficacy of CD gas) was observed for all six surface types at the $1 \times 10^9$-spore challenge level. Further analysis of the data showed no statistically significant difference in the CD efficacy of spore killing on different materials at the three spore-loading levels at a >95% confidence level ($P = 0.05$). Statistically significant differences were evident for CD efficacies at different loading levels (6 log units versus 8 log units) among carpet, cinder block, I-beam steel, wallboard, and wood at a >90% confidence level, albeit with greater risk of false positives.

Table 1: Average spore recovery from different material surfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupon type</th>
<th>Mean % recovery ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carpet</td>
<td>61 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling tile</td>
<td>78 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>72 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>24 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallboard</td>
<td>50 ± 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>26 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These results are based on averages computed from a set of four experiments, each with five replicate coupons. The spore recovery estimations were computed as described in Materials and Methods.*

Figure 3 summarizes the results of a similar experiment performed to assess the sporicidal action of VHP (290 ppmv for 3 h for a dose, or a CT of 870 ppmv · h) as affected by the spore challenge levels. As observed with CD gas, a range in log reduction values (0.8 for cinder block to 6.1 for ceiling tile) was observed, depending on the material type, at both inoculation levels of $1 \times 10^6$ and $1 \times 10^7$ spores without a significant impact of the challenge titer. The log reductions, as with CD gas, were observed to be a strong function of the material type. However, a significant decrease in the effectiveness of VHP was observed when the spore number per coupon was increased to $1 \times 10^9$. This change in log reduction was far more pronounced for VHP than for CD gas. Further analysis of the data showed a lack of statistically significant difference in VHP efficacies of spore killing on different materials at the three spore-loading levels at a >95% confidence level ($P = 0.05$).

Statistically significant differences were evident for VHP efficacies at different loading levels (6 log units versus 8 log units).
among carpet, cinder block, wallboard, and wood at a >90% confidence level, albeit with greater risk of false positives.

Based on these results from the trial CD gas and VHP tests, a spore challenge level of $1 \times 10^7$ per coupon was selected for the detailed fumigation studies. This spore challenge level was determined to be appropriate to demonstrate a 6-log-unit kill efficacy, generally considered acceptable as a performance criterion for registration of sporicidal products for \emph{B. anthracis} spores under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (18). In addition, related studies (12, 14) of the sporidical efficacies of liquid disinfectants and VHP have used 7 log units and 8 log units (distributed as 10 droplets per a greater surface area), respectively.

\textbf{Effect of bioburden on spore killing by CD gas and spore recovery.} All standardized test methods for liquid disinfectant efficacy testing (e.g., AOAC \textit{Official Method} 966.04 and ASTM 2197-02), with the specific exception of ASTM 2414-05, use a spore suspension containing an organic burden (a serum solution to mimic the organic burden). In the context of building cleanup, neither the nature nor the amount of inorganic or organic burden has been characterized. In the present study, the effect of serum inclusion on spore recovery and kill efficacy was studied in an attempt to understand the effect of the bioburden on the sporidical action of the fumigant. Previous efficacy studies with liquid disinfectants have included various organic burdens ranging between 0 and 5% bovine serum in the spore preparation (1, 3, 12, 13). The protein serum represents the organic burden typically expected in disinfection of medical devices used in dental or medical operating rooms (7, 15). However, spores on environmental surfaces, including building interiors, are expected to be in contact with diverse categories of inorganic and/or organic burden. A consensus is lacking with regard to the nature and amount of bioburden that should be included with the test inoculant in laboratory-scale studies to evaluate the efficacies of fumigants and gaseous products. In this series of experiments, fetal bovine serum was included as representative of organic bioburden, and its effect on spore recovery and CD gas efficacy was investigated.

All six coupon types were inoculated with $1 \times 10^7$ spores containing 0, 0.5, 2, or 5% (volume of total spore suspension) serum and fumigated with CD gas (3,600 ppmv for 3 h for a dose, or a CT of 10,800 ppmv \cdot h). As seen in the results summarized in Fig. 4, no significant drop in the effectiveness of CD gas on log reduction was observed for carpet and ceiling tile surfaces for inclusion of serum up to 5% with the spore suspension. A slight drop in the kill efficacy was observed for I-beam steel, cinder block, and wallboard as the serum concentration was increased to 5%. Interestingly, the most significant drop in kill efficacy for CD gas was observed for the pine wood surface when the serum concentration was increased to 5%. Further analysis of the data showed that at a >95% confidence level ($P = 0.05$), statistically significant differences were observed in CD efficacy for increased bioburden on all six materials between 0.5% and 2%, 0.5% and 5%, and 2% and 5%. However, the addition of bioburden from 0 to 0.5% resulted in statistically significant differences for only four of the building materials (carpet, ceiling tile, I-beam steel, and wallboard).

The effect of an increasing organic burden on spore recovery is summarized in Fig. 5. The lowest spore number was recovered from pine wood, a highly porous surface. The spore recovery dropped by 0.2 to 1 log unit when the serum concentration was increased to 5% from all but the wood surface (>2-log-unit drop). Further analysis of the data showed that at the >95% confidence level, spore recoveries from all materials were statistically significantly different when the bioburden was increased from 0 or 0.5% to 5%. Statistically significant differences in spore recovery were also observed for all materials (except ceiling tile) when the bioburden level was increased from 2 to 5%. Spore recoveries were statistically significantly different for ceiling tile, I-beam steel, and wood (0 and 0.5% serum) and for carpet, cinder block, and wood (0 and 2% serum).

Because of a negligible effect of 0.5% serum on the sporidical efficacy of CD gas and the spore recovery results, a low level of protein serum, 0.5%, was included with the spore preparation used in future fumigation studies to increase the sporidical challenge for the fumigant (unpublished data). Further work is required to determine the nature (organic or inorganic) and the amount of burden that should be included...
in laboratory- or building-scale studies. It may be reiterated here that in many of the published studies of disinfectant testing, no bioburden was included (12, 13, 17).

The results summarized here were obtained using a spore suspension dried on various surfaces. In contrast to the use of aerosolized spores for determining the efficacies of swabs and wipes for spore recovery (5, 10), recovery of dried spores on environmental surfaces is even more challenging. This challenge is likely due to the increased adhesion of spores to the material surface and/or penetration of the spores within the pores of complex building materials.

Finally, the mean spore recovery from different material surfaces ranged between 24 and 78% of the inoculated spores (Table 1). Generally, >50% average spore recoveries were obtained for carpet, ceiling tile, and wallboard. Spore recoveries from cinder block, I-beam steel, and wood were low (24 to 32%). At a >95% significance level, a paired t test showed statistically significant spore recoveries from all except carpet-wallboard, cinder block-wallboard, cinder block-wood, cinder block-steel, and steel-wood. There was no apparent correlation between spore recovery and the nature of the coupon material, i.e., porous or nonporous. The varying effectiveness of physical treatments, i.e., sonication and vortexing, used to dislodge the spores from various coupons could have determined the extents of spore recovery from different materials.

**DISCUSSION**

A number of published studies have compared the efficacies of different liquid disinfectants on relatively simple, smooth surfaces, such as glass and steel. The efficacies of fumigants on building materials are relatively unknown. A systematic decontamination program was jointly launched by the U.S. EPA and the U.S. Army to focus on optimizing the efficacies of fumigants on building interior surfaces. Critical issues pertaining to the spore challenge levels and bioburden with respect to two fumigant sterilants, CD gas and VHP, were addressed in this study. Significant progress was made toward high-throughput sample processing and overcoming the challenges to performing future kinetics studies with these fumigants (unpublished data). In brief, the use of small coupons (1.3 by 1.3 cm, easily processed in a single tube) and a STEM, along with the design and use of a test chamber with novel sampling ports, permitted the processing of over 200 samples a day. A significant drop in the efficacies of both sterilants, CD gas and VHP, was observed when \(1 \times 10^5\)-spore challenge levels were used. However, a significant difference in efficacy was not observed between \(1 \times 10^4\) and \(1 \times 10^7\)-spore challenge levels per coupon. Inclusion of 0.5% fetal bovine serum (as an organic burden) with the spore preparation was found to have a negligible effect on either spore recovery or the efficacy of CD gas. However, higher bioburden concentrations did significantly impact spore recovery from positive control coupons. In general, the mean spore recovery from different material surfaces ranged between 24 and 78% of the inoculated spores (Table 1). There was no apparent correlation between spore recovery and the nature of the coupon material, i.e., porous or nonporous. The effectiveness of physical treatments, i.e., sonication and vortexing, used to dislodge the spores from various coupons may determine the extent of spore recovery.

Since only one strain (avirulent *B. anthracis*) was used in the present study, the relevance of the results obtained with STEM in the context of other strains or surrogates must be addressed. Recent work by Sagripanti et al. (14) clearly established similar or comparable sensitivities of spores from *B. anthracis* strains and other commonly used simulants, such as *B. subtilis, Bacillus cereus, Bacillus thuringiensis, Bacillus atrophaeus,* and *Bacillus megaterium,* for a number of different disinfectants, i.e., Clorex, Decon Green, and Sandia DF 100 and DF 200. Even though the results presented here were derived from the use of only one strain of *B. anthracis,* we have confirmed high spore recovery and fumigant efficacy with the STEM protocol with spores from three other simulants of *B. anthracis,* i.e., *B. subtilis, B. atrophaeus,* and *B. thuringiensis,* and *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* (results not shown).

In conclusion, a high-throughput quantitative test method was developed for processing a large sample set (200 coupons). The efficacies of the two sterilants, CD gas and VHP, were not statistically significantly different when three different spore-loading levels were used in separate experiments. A spore challenge level of \(1 \times 10^7\) per coupon was selected for efficacy studies (unpublished data). Interestingly, inclusion of increasing amounts of serum as a bioburden to 2% or 5% resulted in decreased efficacy of CD gas and decreased spore recovery from building materials. However, inclusion of 0.5% bioburden concentrations affected spore recovery from only three out of six materials, i.e., ceiling tile, I-beam steel, and wood from positive control coupons.
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